TRAINING AN APPRENTICE________________
Our mission at Harvest is “To Glorify God by Making Disciples.” Our heart and passion is that
your ministry, as a small group leader, would produce disciple-making disciples for the glory of
God. Paul charges Timothy saying “You then, my child, be strengthened by the grace that is in
Christ Jesus, and what you have heard from me in the presence of many witnesses entrust to
faithful men who will be able to teach others also.” (2 Timothy 2:2)
It is with that charge that we call you to do the hard work of making disciples, specifically an
apprentice. We want to see EVERY small group leader investing in an apprentice or entrusting
to faithful men who will be able to teach others. This is the biblical model.
As you consider going forward, here are some important tips:
Keep things up-to-date. Because there are a lot of assignments it’s easy to fall behind.
• Be pro-active with the assignments and maintain accountability. Remember,
faithfulness is an important quality in any potential leader.
• Communicate with your Flock Leader. Your Flock Leader has been placed over you
to help you and care for you. Keep them in the communication loop as much as
possible.
• Persevere. This can be a long process. Commit to completing as much of the
training as possible knowing that you are preparing another under-Shepherd to care
for the sheep of our church. Your perseverance will reap dividends.
As you already know, we use the Apprentice Training Process to multiply Small Groups in our
church. Rather than simply starting a brand new Small Group with an untested leader, Harvest
raises up Small Group Leaders from within the Ministry. This model for Small Group Ministry
offers several incentives:
• Apprenticeship creates Small Group Leaders that have experience in the ministry.
• Leadership flows from established relationships.
• Apprenticeship allows a leader to grow into the responsibility of caring for God’s
People.
• Apprenticeship focuses on making quality disciples rather than just a quantity of
Small Groups.
• Apprenticeship creates an environment of growth and constant change, which
protect Christians from the danger of comfort and plateau.
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TRAINING AN APPRENTICE________________
INVESTIGATION STEP:
As leaders we must do our due diligence to ensure that we select the right people for the job.
While our goal would be that everyone within your small group would someday become an
apprentice and eventually a small group leader, not everyone is ready for that role at the same
time. With that understanding here are some things that you should be looking for in a potential
apprentice:

!

•
•

What have you observed regarding the potential apprentice?
How have they exhibited F.A.I.T.H.?
o Faithful
! How often have they missed small group?
! How often have they missed church when serving?
! How often have they missed church when not serving?
o Available
! Have you had difficulty getting together with this person on a regular basis
due to scheduling conflicts?
! Does the pattern of their life appear to be without margin, in other words
do you observe that they are so busy they have little room for flexibility or
down time in their schedule?
! How many times have they canceled meetings with you?
o Integrity
! Have there ever been questions raised about their honesty?
! Are they struggling with issues of integrity in their workplace that you are
aware of?
! Do they do what they say they are going to do consistently?
o Teachable
! In times of loving correction, how have they responded?
! Do they consistently “always have the answers” or are there times when
they openly welcome input from others?
o Humility
! Do they live out humility?
! How have you observed humility within key relationships in their life?
Spouse, kids, friends, etc.

•

Talk with you Flock Leader about the individual or couple. What does your Flock Leader
think about this couple or individual as an apprentice?

•

Where are they serving within the body on a Sunday morning? Talk with their ministry
leader. What do they think about this couple or an individual as it relates to F.A.I.T.H.?
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OBSERVATION STEP:
This step will give you some practical steps for seeing if the potential apprentice is ready to be
approached about formally becoming an apprentice. If there is any question about things from
the Investigation Step you should talk with your Flock leader about either identifying someone
else or how to work with that person or couple to prepare them to be an apprentice.
Assignment 1:
• Ask the potential apprentice to plan the next fellowship event for your Small Group. Be
sure to communicate that you would like them to plan all the details and to communicate
it to the group.
Evaluate:
• Did they plan an event?
o Was it a good fit for the group?
o Was it well thought out?
• Did they communicate well to the group?
o Was it planned far enough in advance that they were able to give ample
communication to the group?
o Was what they communicated clear?
Assignment 2:
• Set up a meeting with the apprentice. Ask them for some feedback on how they believe
the small group is going.
Evaluate:
• Was the feedback an accurate assessment?
• Were they willing to say things that needed to be said?
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TRAINING AN APPRENTICE________________
Announcing to the potential Apprentice:
If the potential candidate gives good input about the state of the small group, executes the
event well, and has met the criteria of the Investigation Step, then it is time to approach them
about prayerfully considering becoming an apprentice. Here are some things to make sure
that you communicate:
1. Take the time to tell them what you have observed in them. Tell them the reasons that
you are considering them.
2. Encourage them in what growth you have seen in them.
3. Becoming an apprentice is taking on more responsibility and there will be many
assignments along the way. There is a significant time commitment outside of Small
Group.
4. Becoming an apprentice is the first step in becoming a small group leader but does not
guarantee how, when, or if that will happen.
Set a date for the apprentice to decide. Give them ample time to think, pray, and talk with
family about this but not too much time. Depending on the person a week or two should be
sufficient.
If they say no:
Be sure to communicate to them that you love them. Ask them why they feel it is not a good fit
for them. Use discernment to lovingly challenge but know that you need a committed
apprentice for this system to work. Don’t guilt or force them into it but you can communicate
that you believe this would be a great growth step for them.
If they say yes:
The work begins! Establish a consistent meeting time with them. You should meet with them at
a minimum of 2 times per month, for 2 hours, outside of small group. Establishing a regular
meeting time will help you to see how seriously they are taking this. If they don’t take that time
seriously that could translate into a Small Group down the road.
The process, which we are lining out, should take about 6 months. Below record the date,
which you started and the meeting time established. Then set a target completion date. This
will help keep both of you accountable to staying committed to this process. Communicate
these 3 things to your Flock Leader so they can hold you accountable as well. Announce this
decision to your Small Group
Date to start training: ___________________________
Target completion date: _________________________
Meeting time established: _______________________
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TRAINING AN APPRENTICE________________
Overview:
This section will provide the big picture of what will be accomplished over the course of the
next 6 months of training with an apprentice.
Assignments that will be completed:
1. Read the book “Why Small Groups” by C.J. Mahoney [Free for download at
http://www.sovereigngracestore.com/ProductInfo.aspx?productid=B3150-00-60]

2. Read the book “A Gospel Primer” by Milton Vincent
3. Read the book “How People Change” by Paul Tripp
4. Go through the “Small Group Playbook”
5. Learn to use the “Three Month Planner”
6. Lead the Opening Time of Small Group
7. Lead the Application Bible Study time of Small Group
8. Lead the Mutual Ministry time of Small Group
9. Lead the Entire evening of Small Group
10. Plan a Small Group Communion
11. Plan a Small Group Outreach Event
Key Concepts that will be addressed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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What does a healthy Small Group look like?
How do you lead an effective Small Group?
What does it mean to be Gospel centered?
How do you apply the Gospel to people’s sin issues?
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Preparation Step:
In this step you will meet with your apprentice one time. You will ensure that they have or able
to obtain all the necessary tools for the completion of the apprentice program. You will walk
them through the overview of what will be covered in the next six months. You will give them
their first assignment for you first meeting.
Here are the tools they will need:
1. Small Group Playbook (If you do not have a digital copy contact your Flock Leader to
obtain one)
2. “Why Small Groups” by C.J. Mahoney [Free for download at http://
www.sovereigngracestore.com/ProductInfo.aspx?productid=B3150-00-60]

3. “A Gospel Primer” by Milton Vincent (The apprentice will need to purchase this if they do
not own it)
4. “How People Change-Study Guide” by Paul Tripp (The apprentice will need to purchase
this if they do not own it)
Assignment to be completed before next meeting:
Read Chapters 1-4 of “Why Small Groups” by C.J. Mahoney
Bring these things to the next meeting:
• Why Small Groups Book and notes on what you’ve read
• Small Group Playbook
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Watch Me Step: (1 Month)
Meeting 1:
1. Using the Why Small Groups Discussion Questions (see appendix), dialogue with the
Apprentice about chapters 1-4 of the book.
2. Discuss pages 1-7 of the “Small Group Playbook.”
a. Where do Small Groups fit into the Assimilation funnel and why is that important?
b. Why are we committed to Small Groups?
c. What is the flow of a Small Group?
i. Why is each part there?
ii. Why is important to maintain the flow within your Small Group?
iii. Specifically talk about why Opening Time is important.
1. How can it strengthen or weaken the Bible Study Time?
2. How do I know when it is being effective?
3. Spend time praying together for your Small Group members.
Assignment to be completed before next meeting:
Read Chapters 5-7 of “Why Small Groups” by C.J. Mahoney
Plan and lead the “Opening Time” for the next two Small Group Meetings
Bring these things to the next meeting:
• Why Small Groups Book and notes on what you’ve read
• Small Group Playbook
Meeting 2:
1. Using the Why Small Groups Discussion Questions (see appendix) dialogue with the
Apprentice about chapters 5-7 of the book.
2. Discuss and review the Three Month Planner.
3. Ask what the Apprentice observed about Small Group in light of the things that were
talked about at the last meeting. If they offer little, encourage them to pay closer
attention and observe the things that are going on.
4. Spend time in prayer praying for one another both personally and for your roles as
Small Group leader and apprentice.
Assignment to be completed before next meeting:
Read Section 1 of “A Gospel Primer” by Milton Vincent
Bring these things to the next meeting:
• A Gospel Primer Book and notes on what you’ve read
• Small Group Playbook
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Lead with Me Step: (4 Months)
Meeting 1:
1. Ask what the Apprentice observed about Small Group in light of the things that were
talked about at the last meeting. If they offer little, encourage them to pay closer
attention and observe the things that are going on.
2. Discuss section one of A Gospel Primer.
a. What does it mean to preach the Gospel to yourself?
b. How do you think the Gospel applies to everyday life?
c. How can we help others better grasp the Gospel?
d. What happens when we begin to rely on ourselves and not Jesus in discipleship?
e. How can you keep yourself from relying on your abilities as a disciple?
3. Evaluate how the Apprentice did leading the Opening Time.
4. Begin discussing the Application Bible Study Time using Small Group Playbook (Pages
8-11)
5. Pray together for God to use His word in the lives of the people in your group.
Assignment to be completed before next meeting:
Read sections 2 and 3 of A Gospel Primer
Bring these things to the next meeting:
• Why Small Groups Book and notes on what you’ve read
• Small Group Playbook
Meeting 2:
1. Discuss section two and three of A Gospel Primer.
a. What does it mean to preach the Gospel to yourself?
b. How can you use this tool to help grasp the Gospel better in your own walk?
2. Talk more in depth about the Application Bible Study Time using Small Group Playbook
(Pages 8-11)
a. Why is important to limit this time and not let it be the entire Small Group?
b. How can we improve as a Small Group in regards to our use of time?
c. Where do we get questions and how do we ask good questions to draw people
out?
3. Spend time praying that you would stay on mission and that you would both be laboring
with the purpose of making disciples in your homes, at your jobs, and in your Small
Group.
Assignment to be completed before next meeting:
Prepare and Lead Application Bible Study Time at the next two Small Group meetings.
Plan, communicate, and lead a Small Group Outreach Project. (See Small Group
Playbook Pages 21-22 for help)
Bring these things to the next meeting:
• Small Group Playbook
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Meeting 3:
1. Evaluate how the Apprentice led the Application Bible Study Time for the last two
weeks.
a. What was good?
b. What could use strengthening?
2. Begin discussing Mutual Ministry time from the Small Group Playbook (Pages 12-18)
a. How can accountability get stale?
b. How do you handle an individual who won’t share?
c. What do you do with someone who brings up a really big issue?
3. Plan out the next Three Month Planner together.
4. Discuss the Role of a Small Group Leader (see appendix)
5. Spend time praying for transparency with each other and within the Small Group.
Assignment:
Prepare and Lead Application Bible Study Time at the next two Small Group meetings.
Read Lessons 3-4 of “How People Change-Study Guide” by Paul Tripp.
Bring these things to the next meeting:
• Completed Three Month Planner
Meeting 4:
Meet with your Flock Leader this meeting and bring your Apprentice.
Discuss:
1. Evaluation of your group
2. Evaluate how the Apprentice led the Application Bible Study Time for the last two
weeks.
a. What was good?
b. What could use strengthening?
3. Three Month Planner
4. Progression of the Apprentice training.
5. Discuss the Role of a Flock Leader (see Appendix)
Assignment:
Finish Lessons 3-4 of “How People Change-Study Guide”
Plan and Lead Mutual Ministry time for the next two weeks
Bring these things to the next meeting:
• How People Change -Study Guide and notes on what you’ve read
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Meeting 5:
1. Evaluate how the Apprentice led the Mutual Ministry Time for the last two weeks.
a. What was good?
b. What could use strengthening?
c. What are some tools to help make it better?
d. Why is confidentiality essential to this time?
e. How can you celebrate people’s growth while maintaining confidentiality?
2. Using the “CPR” and “Making it Real” sections at the end of the chapters, discuss “How
People Change-Study Guide, Lessons 3-4”
3. Spend time praying that God would move in the hearts of your group and change them
more into the image of Christ.
Assignment:
Read Lessons 5-6 of “How People Change-Study Guide” by Paul Tripp.
Plan and Lead Mutual Ministry time for the next two weeks
Bring these things to the next meeting:
• How People Change -Study Guide and notes on what you’ve read
• Small Group Playbook
Meeting 6:
1. Evaluate how the Apprentice led the Mutual Ministry Time for the last two weeks.
a. What was good?
b. What could use strengthening?
c. What are some tools to help make it better?
2. Using the “CPR” and “Making it Real” sections at the end of the chapters, discuss “How
People Change-Study Guide, Lessons 5-6”
3. Discuss Small Group Prayer Time from Small Group Playbook (Pages 19-20)
4. Spend time praying for each member of your group by name and situation.
Assignment:
Read Lessons 7-8 of “How People Change-Study Guide” by Paul Tripp.
Plan and Lead Mutual Ministry Time for the next two small group meetings
Bring these things to the next meeting:
• How People Change -Study Guide and notes on what you’ve read
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Meeting 7:
1. Evaluate how the Apprentice led the Mutual Ministry Time for the last two weeks.
a. What was good?
b. What could use strengthening?
c. What are some tools to help make it better?
2. Using the “CPR” and “Making it Real” sections at the end of the chapters, discuss “How
People Change-Study Guide, Lessons 7-8”
Assignment:
Read Lessons 9-10 of “How People Change-Study Guide” by Paul Tripp.
Plan and Lead the Small Group Prayer Time for the next two Small Group meetings
Bring these things to the next meeting:
• How People Change -Study Guide and notes on what you’ve read
• Small Group Playbook
Meeting 8:
1. Evaluate how the Apprentice led the Small Group Prayer Time for the last two weeks.
a. What was good?
b. What could use strengthening?
c. What are some tools to help make it better?
2. Using the “CPR” and “Making it Real” sections at the end of the chapters, discuss “How
People Change-Study Guide, Lessons 9-10”
3. Pray giving thanks to God and ascribing praise to Him.
Assignment:
Read Lessons 11-12 of “How People Change-Study Guide” by Paul Tripp.
Lead all of the Small Group Meeting for the next two weeks.
Bring these things to the next meeting:
• Evaluations of how these Small Group Meetings go.
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You Lead Step: (1 Month)
Meeting 1:
1. Evaluate how the Apprentice led the Small Group for the last two weeks.
a. What was good?
b. What could use strengthening?
c. What are some tools to help make it better?
2. Using the “CPR” and “Making it Real” sections at the end of the chapters, discuss “How
People Change-Study Guide, Lessons 11-12”
3. Pray together as the Lord leads you.
Assignment:
Lead all of the Small Group Meeting for the next two weeks.
Plan and Lead a Small Group Communion during the next month.
Bring these things to the next meeting:
• Evaluations of how these Small Group Meetings go.

Meeting 2:
1. Evaluate how the Apprentice led the Small Group for the last two weeks.
a. What was good?
b. What could use strengthening?
c. What are some tools to help make it better?
2. Discuss what needs to be communicated to your Flock Leader on a regular basis.
a. Attendance
b. Spiritual Health
c. Major Concerns
3. Discuss what multiplication will look like in your group.
a. Does the size of the group require multiplication?
b. Can the size of the group sustain multiplication?
c. Who should strategically go with whom?
4. Spend time in prayer for one another.
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Multiplication Step:
1. Communicate with your Flock Leader about where you are in regards to multiplication
2. Gather input from your Flock Leader on how and when to multiply.
3. Communicate with Small Group Director about when and how you will multiply including
new location, time, and who will be with which group.
4. Plan a multiplication party and celebrate disciples being made!
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Appendix:
Assignment Tracker
Apprentice Evaluation
Why Small Groups Questions Part 1
Why Small Groups Questions Part 2
Small Group Leader Role
Flock Leader Role
Three Month Planner
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Assignment Tracker:
Watch Me:
Meeting 1:
Was the Assignment completed? Y / N
Was the Assignment completed with excellence? Y / N If No explain______________
______________________________________________________________________
Did the Apprentice come prepared? Y / N
Did the Apprentice arrive on time? Y / N
Did the meeting meet at the regularly scheduled time? Y / N
Thoughts on how the meeting went:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Meeting 2:
Was the Assignment completed? Y / N
Was the Assignment completed with excellence? Y / N If No explain______________
______________________________________________________________________
Did the Apprentice come prepared? Y / N
Did the Apprentice arrive on time? Y / N
Did the meeting meet at the regularly scheduled time? Y / N
Thoughts on how the meeting went:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Lead With Me:
Meeting 1:
Was the Assignment completed? Y / N
Was the Assignment completed with excellence? Y / N If No explain______________
______________________________________________________________________
Did the Apprentice come prepared? Y / N
Did the Apprentice arrive on time? Y / N
Did the meeting meet at the regularly scheduled time? Y / N
Thoughts on how the meeting went:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Meeting 2:
Was the Assignment completed? Y / N
Was the Assignment completed with excellence? Y / N If No explain______________
______________________________________________________________________
Did the Apprentice come prepared? Y / N
Did the Apprentice arrive on time? Y / N
Did the meeting meet at the regularly scheduled time? Y / N
Thoughts on how the meeting went:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Meeting 3:
Was the Assignment completed? Y / N
Was the Assignment completed with excellence? Y / N If No explain______________
______________________________________________________________________
Did the Apprentice come prepared? Y / N
Did the Apprentice arrive on time? Y / N
Did the meeting meet at the regularly scheduled time? Y / N
Thoughts on how the meeting went:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Meeting 4:
Was the Assignment completed? Y / N
Was the Assignment completed with excellence? Y / N If No explain______________
______________________________________________________________________
Did the Apprentice come prepared? Y / N
Did the Apprentice arrive on time? Y / N
Did the meeting meet at the regularly scheduled time? Y / N
Thoughts on how the meeting went:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Meeting 5:
Was the Assignment completed? Y / N
Was the Assignment completed with excellence? Y / N If No explain______________
______________________________________________________________________
Did the Apprentice come prepared? Y / N
Did the Apprentice arrive on time? Y / N
Did the meeting meet at the regularly scheduled time? Y / N
Thoughts on how the meeting went:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Meeting 6:
Was the Assignment completed? Y / N
Was the Assignment completed with excellence? Y / N If No explain______________
______________________________________________________________________
Did the Apprentice come prepared? Y / N
Did the Apprentice arrive on time? Y / N
Did the meeting meet at the regularly scheduled time? Y / N
Thoughts on how the meeting went:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Meeting 7:
Was the Assignment completed? Y / N
Was the Assignment completed with excellence? Y / N If No explain______________
______________________________________________________________________
Did the Apprentice come prepared? Y / N
Did the Apprentice arrive on time? Y / N
Did the meeting meet at the regularly scheduled time? Y / N
Thoughts on how the meeting went:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Meeting 8:
Was the Assignment completed? Y / N
Was the Assignment completed with excellence? Y / N If No explain______________
______________________________________________________________________
Did the Apprentice come prepared? Y / N
Did the Apprentice arrive on time? Y / N
Did the meeting meet at the regularly scheduled time? Y / N
Thoughts on how the meeting went:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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You Lead:
Meeting 1:
Was the Assignment completed? Y / N
Was the Assignment completed with excellence? Y / N If No explain______________
______________________________________________________________________
Did the Apprentice come prepared? Y / N
Did the Apprentice arrive on time? Y / N
Did the meeting meet at the regularly scheduled time? Y / N
Thoughts on how the meeting went:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Meeting 2:
Was the Assignment completed? Y / N
Was the Assignment completed with excellence? Y / N If No explain______________
______________________________________________________________________
Did the Apprentice come prepared? Y / N
Did the Apprentice arrive on time? Y / N
Did the meeting meet at the regularly scheduled time? Y / N
Thoughts on how the meeting went:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
!
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Apprentice Evaluation
Rate the apprentice on a scale of 1 to 5 in each area with 5 being excellent and 1 being poor.
Faithful
• How often have they missed your regular meeting? _______
• Have they come prepared to the majority of meetings? _______
• How often have they missed small group? _______
• How often have they missed church when serving? _______
• How often have they missed church when not serving? _______
Available
• Have you had difficulty getting together with this person on a regular basis due to
scheduling conflicts? _______
• Does the pattern of their life appear to be without margin, in other words do you observe
that they are so busy they have little room for flexibility or down time in their schedule?
_______
• How many times have they canceled meetings with you? _______
• Have they been available when special needs have come up within the group? _______
Integrity
• Have there ever been questions raised about their honesty? _______
• Are they struggling with issues of integrity in their workplace that you are aware of? ___
• Do they do what they say they are going to do consistently? _______
• Do they consistently do what they say they are going to do with excellence? _______
Teachable
• In times of loving correction, how have they responded? _______
• Do they consistently “always have the answers” or are there times when they openly
welcome input from others? _______
• Have they often resisted the “system” of small groups? _______
• Have they been eager to learn how to be a better small group leader? _______
Humility
• Do they live out humility? _______
• How have you observed humility within key relationships in their life? Spouse, kids,
friends, etc. _______
• Do they lead with humility? _______
• Do they display a level of transparency that is consistent with a humble person? ______
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Why Small Groups Questions Part 1
Chapter 1 – Why Small Groups?
1. What is sanctification?
2. In simple terms, how is sanctification different from justification?
a. Starting in the middle of Page 4 can be good to jog people’s memories if the
conversation starts slow.
3. What role do other Christians play in our progressive sanctification?
a. Romans 12:4-8, Hebrews 10:24-25, Galatians 6:2
4. Why might someone hesitate to share personal needs with their small group?

Chapter 2 – Fellowship Rediscovered
1. What is a definition of biblical fellowship?
a. “participating together in the life and truth made possible by the Holy Spirit through our
union with Christ. Fellowship is sharing something in common on the deepest possible
level of human relationship – our experience of God himself.” – quoted from Page 19.
2. Who does fellowship start with?
a. 1 John 1:3, 6-7
3. What does it mean to belong to one another?
a. Romans 12:5
b. See “House Rules for God’s Family” on Page 23
4. What are different ways that we experience fellowship?
5. What types of attitudes become hindrances to fellowship?

Chapter 3 – Take this Group and Own it!
1. What is the difference in how we treat things we rent vs. things we own?
2. Who is supposed to participate in ownership of your small group?
a. 1 Peter 4:7-10
3. How do we communicate and distribute ownership of our small group to those who are
participating in it?

Chapter 4 – What Makes a Great Leader?
1. What is the purpose of a small group leader?
a. Extend the pastoral ministry of the church
b. Represent the pastor, not replace the pastor.
2. How should we gage the success of a small group?
a. Members of the group are:
i.
Growing in Christ-likeness
ii.
Dying to sin
iii.
Living to righteousness
3. What are ways to ruin a small group? (Pages 48-50)
4. What are some good qualifications for a Small Group Leader?
a. Which of these qualities do you feel least qualified in?
b. Which of these qualities do you feel most qualified in?
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Why Small Groups Questions Part 2
Chapter 5 – The Art of Care and Correction
1. When should we confront someone?
a. When it involves sin.
b. Not when it is an issue of simple disagreements or personal preference.
c. When you are not able to maintain a normal relationship with the person (you don’t need
to confront them on every sin every time)
2. How should we confront someone?
a. Define the problem biblically.
b. Get the plank out of your eye - Identify any sin that you may have contributed.
c. Prepare your heart – check your motives and attitudes
d. Speak to them privately
e. Speak to them face-to-face
f. Affirm your care for them
g. Maintain a spirit of inquiry – don’t assume your perceptions are correct.
h. Offer biblical counsel and solutions
i. Don’t demand an immediate response
j. Pray with them
k. Follow up
3. How should we confess our sins to one another?
a. Confess specifically
b. Confess completely
c. Express sorrow
d. Ask for forgiveness

Chapter 6 – Never Say Comfortable
1. What is “Koinonitis”? – Page 78
2. What are the dangers of a small group developing koinonitis?
a. Become exclusive
b. Uninviting
c. Can begin to violate the command to “look not only to your own interests, but also to the
interests of others” (Philippians 2:4)
3. Whose responsibility is it to continue to make sure the small group is inclusive and
welcoming to new-comers?
a. Everyone in the group.
4. How do we effectively communicate that responsibility to each member of our small groups?
5. Do you have memories of attending a meeting and feeling like an outsider? What could
someone have done differently to make you feel more welcome?
6. In the context of small groups, what is the difference between a pioneer and a settler?
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Chapter 7 – And Now for the Big Picture
1. What is the primary mechanism that God uses for discipleship and evangelism?
a. The local church
2. What does devotion to the local church look like?
a. Attendance
b. Participation
c. Service
3. Why is it important not to be led by your feelings?
4. When can a Sabbath become an over-indulgence in leisure?
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THE SMALL GROUP LEADER ROLE
…is to lead a small group through care and
discipleship towards Christlikeness.
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KNOW
Know FACTS about each member and
their families
•
Names, approximate ages
•
Personal and family interests
•
Where they live
•
Type of work
•
Specials needs
•
Where they are serving in the
church
Know if member is in Crisis period
•
Ensure group involvement in
funerals, hospital visits,
babies born, moves, etc.
Seek to know the Heart of each
member
•
Member’s faith story
•
How they are doing relative to
marriage/ singleness,
finances, balance of work/
ministry/ relationships, purity,
kids, relationships, etc.
•
Personal passions
•
Personal burdens and prayer
requests
•
Concerns about Small Group
or church
Seek to know where they are spiritually
•
Spiritual Growth Points
•
Best “next step”
•
Where/ if they serve
•
Spiritual gifts
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LEAD

Disciple members to increasingly live as
followers of Christ
Model a genuine (not perfect) walk with
Christ
Pray fervently for your group as a whole
and for individual members
Manage well the time spent in the group
Model and teach commitment to the
Word, homework, application,
attendance, prayer, and the Group
Plan well for Small Group, including plan
for lesson discussion, prayer, and
accountability
Plan outreach opportunities for your
group
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PROTECT

Protect the atmosphere of the Small
Group
•
Welcome new and regular
members warmly each week
•
Maintain Confidentiality and
Safety.
•
Administer equal measures of
truth and grace
•
Offer zero tolerance for
negative or complaining
attitudes
Protect the truth of the WORD and the
doctrine of the church
Protect the quality of Small Group
mission to make disciples
Protect one another – the unity and
relationships within Small Group
Protect members with biblical counsel

Plan fellowship opportunities for your
group
Prayerfully seek to identify and develop
future leaders

Protect your walk with the Lord by
maintaining a relationship of
accountability and transparency with
your Flock Leader

Partner with Flock Leader to shepherd
the Small Group
Ensure administrative tasks are
completed or delegated
Provide resources as needed

OVERALL MINISTRY AND CHURCH SUPPORT:
•
Support Adult Ministries efforts and events to the best of your ability
•
Support church leadership in special projects and weekend Worship Service responsibilities as needed (Such as communion,
service events, etc.)
•
Encourage members to serve within the body.

“Now may the God of peace who brought again from the dead our Lord Jesus, the great shepherd of the sheep, by the blood of the
eternal covenant, equip you with everything good that you may do his will, working in us that which is pleasing in his sight, through
Jesus Christ, to whom be glory forever and ever. Amen.” (Hebrews 13:20-21, ESV)

THE FLOCK LEADER ROLE
…is to disciple Small Group Leaders through knowing, leading,
protecting and loving them in all things.
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KNOW
Know them personally (family, life, etc.)
Know their heart burdens and personal
prayer requests
Know their spiritual growth points
Know their strengths and weaknesses
(personally and in leadership)
Know to whom they are accountable
Know the individuals in their Flock by
name
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LEAD

Lead them by modeling a genuine walk
with Christ
Lead them by modeling discipleship and
care
•
Identify and develop future
leaders
•
Meet regularly with Small Group
Leader
•
Regularly visit Small Group
meetings
•
Train and equip the Small
Group Leaders
•
Encourage and energize the
Small Group Leaders
•
Motivate the Small Group by
casting vision
•
Speak truth into the life of the
Small Group Leader
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PROTECT

Protect the truth
Protect the vision and doctrine of the
church
Protect the quality of Small Group
Ministry
Protect the unity and relationships of
Small Groups
Protect by offering biblical counseling
Protect by supporting the leadership of
the church

OVERALL MINISTRY AND CHURCH SUPPORT:
•
Support Adult Ministries efforts and events to the best of your ability
•
Support church leadership in special projects and weekend Worship Service responsibilities as needed (Such as communion,
service events, etc.)
•
Encourage members to serve within the body.

“Shepherd the flock of God that is among you, exercising oversight, not under compulsion, but willingly, as God would have you; not for
shameful gain, but eagerly; not domineering over those in your charge, but being examples to the flock. (1 Peter 5:2-3, ESV)
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Small Group: __________________________ Flock Leader: _______________________________
Dates: ________________ - ________________
Dates

Opening Time

Group Discussion

Mutual Ministry
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Flock Group Meeting Date: _______________________
Service Project: _____________________________________ Date of Project: _________________
Small Group Fellowship Event: _________________________ Date of Event: __________________
Small Group Planning Ideas:
Opening Session Ideas

Group Discussion Ideas

Mutual Ministry Ideas

Ice Breaker

Communion (Once A Quarter)

Review Spiritual Growth Points

Testimony: Your Faith Story

Apprentice Leads Discussion

Review One Growth Point

Testimony: What I'm learning today

Men and Women Separate

Scripture Memory

Worship
Prayer

Prayer

